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The Massachusetts State-Wide Contests., conducted during the 
------.... past three years, have not only extended the influence of the School of 
.... 
Education throughout · the State, but they have assumed a significance 
which justifies making one of these contests the ba.sis for a 
Master's thesis. 
In November, 1923, the first conte st was given under the 
caption, "A State-Wide Scientific Spelling Contest." About fifty 
schools throughout the State entered. 
In 1924 contest was a State-VIide language contest modelled 
after the published Wilson Language Error Test. About seventy tovvns and 
citie s entered, Last fall, December, 1925, 104 towns and cities en-
rolled in a State-Wide Arithmetic contest. 
Purposes of the Contest. 
A study of the reports of the spelling and language contests 
indicates clearly that the main purpose in the minds of those con-
ducting the tests is not the ordinary purpose in a contest--that is, 
to find out the best school or best pupil in the State. 
The evident aims are to study the curriculum and methods of 
teaching in the subjects tested. This purpose adds greatly to the 
value of the contest. It has been made plain to the cities partici-
pating that any comparisons on the basis of grades are not valid, 
and it has been impossible thus far to devise a plan of comparison 
- -- on the basis of ages. An age comparison would be valid provided 
every chi ld in the tovm and city of that age were entered in the 
contest. Even then, the differences found in different towns and 
cities woul d be a resultant of different social conditions, different 
2 
methods of teaching, and different curricular material. 
As handled, it is possible to note among the various towns 
and cities the differences in curricular material and in methods of 
teaching . For these purposes, grade returns are reasonably · sat isfac-
tory. 
Devising the Arithmetic Test. 
The first step in formulating the arithmetic test was to make 
a complete inventory of all the fundamental facts in the four dunda-
mental processes and fractions. This involved, a ll tol d , c:.bout fifteen 
pages of closely typed material. From this materi a l it was necessary 
to se lect representative data in order to make up a brief survey 
t e st; a test that could be ta~en by the children i n a half hour or 
so. The final form of the test i s shown herewith. It consists o f 24 
very s i mple example s in a.ddition, 28 i n subtraction, 19 in multi-
plication, 28 in division, and 22 in fractions. This ~as the main 
body of the test. A brief section of a new kind of test was added; 
namely 1 a test of knowledge of business situations. 
Manifestly, a tester runs considerable risl~ in sending out 
such simple material for grades V, VI, and VII, for it ViaS in these 
grades that the contest was g iven. 15 of the 24 exa.'Y!lples in addition 
are simple primary combinations. 4 others involve t h e adding of 2 nQ'Yll-
bers only; 4 others are simple one column addition 1 4 fi gures in the 
column. The most difficult example, #18, called for the adding o f 5 
t wo -placed numbers. On the face of the test, it would seem that no 
fi fth - grade pupil should miss any of these examples and ce rtainl y no 
sixth or sevent~ grade pupil. 
Not only v~re the examples made e x ceedingly simple, but no 
time limit was placed on the test. Pupils were to h ave all t he time 
wanted and not onl y so, but .they were .urged to check their work. Thus 
every advantage was g iven for 100% scores. In view of the simplicity of 
--., 
3. 
the exampl•3 s , whatever fa ilure · in s e c u r ing 1007b accuracy, can clearly be 
charged to t he blunders of the s chool, either in the matter of cur-
r icular mate rial or methods of teaching. certainly the material of 
t he test i s not beyond the ability of the ·children, and so, in general 
-.· the children canna t be ble.med fo r any failure tha~.. ma.y f.t .. pl)e a r . 
-
The Returns. 
Because of the simplicity of the test, it soon became evident 
that the ordinary comparison on the basis of medians would not be signif-
icant . Accordingly, it was decided to figure for each grade under each 
process (1) the arithmetical average, and (2) the percentag~ of pupil 
making a perfect score. The details are given for grades V, VI, and 
VII in tables I, II, and III respectively. 
T11ble I showing the fifth grade returns, shows in the first 
column under each process the average for 96 different to~ns. The averages 
in addition run from a low of 34.0 (Town f/45D) to a high of 49.4 
(Town #45A), the perfect score being 50. The summary further shows 
the median, the first and third quartilee, high and low scores. The 
median 46.2 , (Town #26) is to be sure, not far from a perfect score of 
50. I f the examples were very difficult and the time limited, no 
objection could be found, but that we.e not the case; the examples were 
simple a.nd the time was not limite d . Furthermore, t.here is a town 
1.ivhere the average in addition runs as low as 34; a.no ther in which the 
average runs as low ae 34. 5; and one -fourth of the towns show em 
a.verage of 44 . 9 or below. 
The failure.to make perfect scores on this s imple material ie 
better shovm, howevert by column two under each process. Referring 
again to Table I, (Grade V) ·and noticing the second column under addi-
tion, :i.t ·will be observed at the bottom of this column that the median 
is 54. 6%. This means that in the median town of the 98 figured 
only a little better than ha1f the children made a perfect score on 
4. 
these ·simple addition examples. The to·wn doing best shows 88.8% of 
the children making a perfect score, while the town doing poorest 
shows only 20% of the children making a perfect score, The upper 
quartile is 63.1% which means that in three-fourths of the to~ns and 
~ cities less than 63.1/& of the children made perfect scores. The 
lower quartile is 42.8% and this means that in one-fourth of the 
to¥vns less than 42.8% of the children made a perfect score. 
In subtraction, the examples were equally simple, but the 
returns were uniformly not so good. The average throughout the fifth 
grade was slightly lower and the percentage of children me.king a perfect 
score was lower . The median city sliows only 34.9% of the fifth grade 
making a perfect score in subtraction. 
In multiplication the returns were uniformly worse tha.'Yl in 
subtraction. The median city out of the 98 summarized in table I shows 
only 15% of the fifth grade children·ma.king a perfect score in mul-
tiplication. 
In division the median city shows 14.8% of the fifth grade 
children making a perfect score. The poorest city in mul tiplicaticn a.nd 
division shows no fifth grade child in the whole sys.tem with a. perfect 
score. Furthermore, t.here were three cities in which no ch ild made a 
perfect score in division. The four towns showing a zero score in 
the second column under multiplication (table I, fifth grade) are 
37D, 45B, 45D, ?...nd 102. The number of children involYed is not very 
· great , being respe ctively 23, 15, 39, and 8. 
In fract ions, it was not expected that the fi fth grade children 
would do much. The table shows that the expectation was reali zed. In 
more than three-fourths of the cities every fifth grade child failed 
to make a perfect score on the fractions. · This should not be held 
against the pupils, however, as fractions are frequently not taught 
until the sixth year. 
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.E ,o 
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,., 
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8. 
TABLE II . 
. 
Table II summarizes the sixth grade averages for 98 towns and 
cities and the percentage of pupils making a perfect score in 94 tovms 
and cities. 
As in Table I, the average score is shown in the left-hand 
column under each process, vmile the second column under each process 
shows the percentage of children making a perfect score. The sixth 
grade children did uniformly better than the fifth grade. In addition, 
one to·m (Town #45A) made a perfect score. No child made an error in 
the addition examples. The median tov.n, however, makes an average of 
only 47.8 and shows only 66.6% of the pupils making a perfect score. 
The lowe st to 1~m shows 29.8% of the pupils (Town //58) making a perfect 
score which mean s that 70.2% of the pupils make some mistakes on the 
addition example s . 
In subtraction no town shows a perfect score in the sixth 
grade. The best return is an average of 49 (Town #91) and the percen-
tage of pupils making a perfect score in this tovm is 81.8. The median 
tovm in subtraction makes an average of 45.7, and the median percentage 
of accuracy is 4?.1; that is, 4?.17b of the children made perfect scores . 
The poorest town shows only 10.3% of the children making a perfect 
score. 
In multiplication the best record shows an average of 47.3 
and 54.2 percent of the children making a perfect score. In the median 
city 21.1% of the children made a perfect score. There are three cit-
ies in which not a single child made a perfect score on the mult.ipli-
. cation examples. 
The sixth grade children do better in division than do the 
fifth grade. The best city shows 80% of the children (Town #45A) making 
a perfect score. The median city shows 30.27~ of the children making a .. 




The sixth grade children do very much better than the fifth 
grade children on fractions, but table II and the summary at the bottom 
shows that they did not do well. In the city making the best showing, 
only 33.3% of the children · (Town #19B) made a perfect score. There 
are twenty towns and cities in which not a single sixth grade child 
made a perfect score in fractions. This is a matter that calls for 
explanation in view of the unusually simple character of the examples 
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41 . 7 
29 . 9 
3 0 .3 
20 . 0 
43 .5 









3 . 0 
G. G 
6 . 0 
10 . 8 
0 
7 . 0 
ll.7 
9 . 7 




13 . 4 
9 . 0 
0 
4 . 7 
5 .3 
20 . 3 
6 . 4 
42 . 7 45 . 0 29 . 0 2 . G 
~3 . 0 3 G. 1 35.6 8 .5 
39 . 0 30 . 2 32 . 5 0 
4 0. 4 2G . O 34 . 0 3.5 
39 . G 3 0 .0 31 . 2 5 . 2 



















































J_v " ~~ 
47 . 9 
47. 1 
~:) • G 
~.1 1 J,.; --
51.1 
47 . CJ 5S,6 
46.5 5:),6 
4 ::. . 2 73,7 
4•1. 9 
·~ ·~ ; u .2 
49 . G 
t.~,J .1 
4C . O 
49 . 1 
40 . 2 
47 . 9 
47 . 5 
4G. G 
47 . 0 
4 :J . O 
4l,5 
GG.'J 
~;6 < 6 
95 .. 9 
5:-J.S 
., ~">: r -
.. :- . Jo c· 
7 ') .. :~; 
7::J .C 
t:::J . 1 
EJ .4 
50 . 0 10J .. O 
4:3 . 2 72..4 
L.17 .o c: .. G 
4G. 9 
3 9 . 5 
5 7., 1 
2) . J 
! 2. 
Sccbtra0tior. · 1.:1.U t i:,. ~ '- . ..3-Li .. on . :Pract. i o~1s­
l~\i ~ 1~ Lv . % }_v. ;b 
·12,. ·J 
~::r? ., G 
·10,) 
.:,5 . '( 
·15 .2 
'.:: ~) r2 
4S.O 
IJ/('" l 
45 . 7 
-:14 c G 
33.J 
4 J .4 4J.-2 
.-1"' '::\ ,_,z: :~; 5,5 
3':~ , .. o 4. J ~~ ~ 1 
55~3 iJ::~f\ 3 
3J .. G 
5'~ > 0 
4 (L9 
ij lti O 
5 ·) f.o 
41-S 
55.5 





4j .. 9 ' 
(J.1 
::~:3 ' 9 
40 .. l 
35 ,z, 
LJ: G .5 
r-:.: r"1 (\ 
vI ... .._; 
30.1 
4-1.0 




J LG 47.3 
55,5 4J "2 
3 ) o5 
1 J . 3 
30 . 9 
1n ,.7 
E.J 
:3' ':1 .3 3 L.6 
2 'J ~· 5 3 ·J I) 8 
1 '). 1 lLG 
17 , 5 37.8 20~0 2G , G 
17,3 33.9 2l . G 3G , C 
:5 L 2 42 A ;-s :J .· '! 30. 1 
F'•oG 






23 .- G 




5<".~:- , 2 
27 ,,2 
2Ll 
3s ... c 
4L? 
33 .. 3 
47 . 6 
4.L2 
41.7 
'~4 . 0 




4-G . 2 
1.2• a 5 
29 ... ? 
25 ~- Q 
75 -7 
33 ,. 2 
3~:) ~ 0 
33.3 
33 )7 
35 . 7 
30 .2 
?i,J, , .'J 
2o. ::) 
47.6 cu.o 
42 .. 4 3 :] ,4 
40 .7 3J . 2 
37.3 
2 ., ~ .J o ~ 





24 . 2 
:::;g .,0 
3·1-7 
32 . 7 




























Table III shows the complete returns for the seventh grade. 
The left-hand column under each process shows the average score 
..__ (perfect score 50) for 97 towns and c-ities. The right-hand. column 
under each process shows the percentage of children making a perfect 
score. 
-
The seventh grade does considerably better than the sixth 
or fifth grades. One tov'.'ll makes a perfect score in subtraction. The 
medians in all processes are higher. However, even in the seventh 
grade there are towns in which not a single child makes a perfect 
score in multiplication, likewise in division and fractions, but there 
are only nine towns in which no seventh grade pupil makes a perfect 
score in fractions, while there were twenty such towns in the sixth 
grade. It may be noted, however, that the low average in fractions 
is below the lowest average in the sixth grade. Obvious ly, the seventh 
grade children, taking all the cities together, do not make a record 
to be proud of on these simple examples in the four fundamental pro-




Town :Uo. of .Addition Subtraction Mu1 t iplica t ion Division Fractions 
No. Pupils Av .• 'fa Av. 'fa Av. % Av. % Av. % 
3 llO 47.3 67.2 46.9 54.5 39.9 17.2 42.5 35.4 36.5 9.0 
5 145 49.2 83.0 46 .. 5 50.0 42.9 31.0 45.0 45.5 39.7 11.0 
6 29 47 .. 2 42.8 47 .. 5 57.2 33.6 . 4 .. 7 42.3 28.6 34.5 4.7 
7 150 48.1 72.0 47.1 63.,3 42 .. 3 32.0 43.4 38.0 31.8 2.6 
8 338 48.5 77.8 47.9 66.5 43.3 36.,(h 45.8 53.0 41.3 15.3 
11 245 46.7 54.2 44.4 31.8 35.9 13.0 39.2 25.3 27.6 3.2 
12 349 48.4 76.2 47.1 57.0 40.1 24.3 44.9 42.4 36.0 8.5 
13 102 48.2 72.5 44.4 38.2 3-9.7 24.5 42.5 35.2 37.6 10.7 
14a 21 48.1 71 .• 4 47 .o 52.3 40.1 14.2 41.8 38.0 38.1 19.0 
b 37 48.1 67.5 45.5 45.8 37.7 16.2 37.3 24.3 29.7 5.4 
c 7 45.5 85.7 44.0 14.2 33.5 0 37.2 0 22.1 14.2 
15 235 48.3 47.7 46.1 45.5 40.5 22.1 42.6 37.0 38.2 11.0 
16 1171 48.3 74.3 47.7 64.2 43.5 36.5 36.6 48.0 39.9 13.4-
17 57 48.1 75.4 47.9 49.1 43.3 33.3 47.3 45.6 32.6 5.2 
19a 48.0 91.6 48.0 66 .. 6 42.0 29.1 42.0 75.0 42.3 4.1 
b 48.3 81.2 48.0 62.5 43.6 31.2 47.0 50.0 44.0 6.2 
c 48 .o 56.5 48.6 69.8 45.0 30.4 46.3 26.0 41.0 21.7 
20 27 47.2 55.5 46.1 29.6 36.9 14.8 39.3 25.9 33.6 7.4 
21 95 47.11 75 .• 0 46.9 49 .o 41.5 31.0 41.3 35.0 29.0 2.0 
22 33 48 .o 78.7 47.5 54.5 41.9 30.3 44.0 45.4 37.5 12.1 
23 463 47.9 71.0 49.3 58 .o 40.5 30.0 43.6 44.,0 42 .. 0 13o0 
25 60 ~7 .5 61.6 ~.8 35.0 38.2 ll.6 40.4 21.6 38.2 8.3 
26 78 47.7 66.6 48.0 68.0 41.1 23.1 46.8 61.5 37.5 12.8 
27 70 47.1 62.,8 43.2 3.2.8 34.0 14.4 34.9 ll.4 7.5 1.4 
28 57 48.7 82.4 47.4 68.4 41.7 40.3 44.6 56.1 34.3 21.0 
29 80 47.1 61.2 4L'.r.4 38.7 38.4 24.0 40.3 28.9 30.1 3.8 
30 797 48 .o 72.2 47.1 54.5 46.9 33.,2 45.0 50.5 40.9 15.7 
31 69 4.-8.3 73.0 48 .3 72.0 43 .. 2 31.0 44.8 49.2 39 .. 7 17.0 
32 139 48.,0 70.5 47.4 58 .. 2 32.0 18.7 42.0 23.4 28.5 2.1 
33 69 47.2 62.3 45.2 30.4 39.4 27.5 39.4 20.2 36.2 8.6 
34 •, 1194 48.1 75.7 47.6 58.8 43.5 34.5 43.6 43.9 43.7 7.0 
' 
35 307 43.9 57.1 45.6 42.0 40.7 24.3 42.9 34.,5 33.4 3.9 
36 57 48.1 68.4 46.6 41.8 43.9 39.2 43.6 38.9 43.3 22.6 
37a 17 49.,0 88.2 46.1 47.0 44.7 31.2 41.6 43.7 34.,cr-... 0 
~ b 11 47.2 63.6 44.5 11il.1 47.3 44.4 44.1 54.,5 38.0 0 
c 18 49.0 77.7 46,8 50.0 39.1 22.2 41.9 33.3 31.2 1<h.1 
-
d 23 45.,6 56.5 44.4 43.4 33.1 0 34.2 15.0 23.4 0 
38 120 49 .,4 85.,0 48.3 66.6 39.,9 17.5 44.6 43.3 38.5 10.0 
39a. 48.2 42.9 36.2 40.3 37.9 
b 49.2 47 .. 1 41.4 43.,6 45.3 
c 45.7 35.4 38.4 42.,0 34.9 
d 44.2 49.0 40.0 37.7 33.5 
'i.'owl1 · · No . of 

















































































liult ipEca tion Di"ir i s ion Fractions 
Av. % . ('1 Lv . ,; ~ r.'/_ .r. V. 1o 
48.0 71~0 
46. 4 53. 1 
47 . 8 73.1 
49o 1 72,0 
45 . 4 5tL5 
49 .0 C'7 ,5 
47 .9 70 .J 
47 . 0 65"6 
M . O L.r6 .. 9 
46.4 '7.5,9 
48 .5 78 .9 
47 .7 
{~6~0 




4 7 . ;Z 






54 .. 5 
63o3 
lO'JQO 
50 .. 0 
40 . 8 
5S' o4 





38 . G 
'.'rl .5 
t;,2 .,.5 
47 .1 'f!.'2~2 47 .. 9 69~4 l,-3g4 
46.5 59 .1 4,5 ~8 4-:. . 2 c6. 7 
48 . 3 76.6 47 .7 6~ . 0 (0 .6 
4S . 5 75.9 47 . 6 61.4 42 e0 
46 . 6 60 a0 41 . 3 25 . 0 38 ., 8 
47 .5 75.0 49 .8 67 . 0 41 .2 
47 . 4 CB . Z 47c l 56 . 5 ~0~6 
47 . 8 66.6 46 .9 52.5 ~9 . 9 
47 . 9 73 . 0 47 . 0 54 . 9 40.0 
47 . 8 65o6 ~5 . 5 54 . 3 39.0 
48 . 3 72~4 47 .7 63 .0 42 .2 
46 . 9 50 . 0 45.2 27 . 2 37 . 4 
48;7 60~3 47.5 6Z . 6 (.3 . 9 
49 .0 75.0 17 . 4 43 .7 42"4 
48 .3 72 .3 45 . 4 60 . 5 42 .7 
45 . 9 58 .7 45 . 0 35.y 35.9 
!,~,7 . 3 G4 . 0 45.,6 4:3 .0 ? 1. 3 





47 . C 
4G.5 
52.9 
66 . 4 
71.8 
40.9 
48. 4 72.0 4G.9 56 . 9 41 .1 
47 . 8 6C~6 47 .5 56,2 45 . 4-
49 .1 02~0 47.6 61.0 ,~~.roO 
(7 .9 G5 . 0 49 . 0 56.7 49~ 1 
~o . s 75o9 ~~7 .0 GO .l :13.3 
47 .1 66 . G 47.0 50.0 30.0 
57JO . 45,7 
J8e7 40}.7 
37,5 44 .5 
30-.0 -17 ~7 






















13 . 0 
0 
14.6 





14 .. 2 
12o6 
2~6 
06 .1 43 . 7 47 . 2 36~7 8. 3 
15.0 40 . 4 19.7 30 . 6 0 
23 • 3 ::.6 • 2 50 • 4 4,0 • 1 11 • 6 
28.9 45 .5 48 . 2 42 . 8 22.9 
20e0 39,0 20 . 0 34 . 6 10 . 0 
30 ,.o 42 .3 37 .o 34 . 4 8 . 0 
27.9 43 . 7 43.4 39.1 14.9 
19. 0 ·~3 .5 38.0 35 . 4 8 .7 
22.0 4£ .5 32.2 37.3 8 . 6 
26 . 6 4 0. 4 32 .7 29.8 6 .0 
24 , 6 14.1 52ol 39.5 7.9 
22 .7 39.6 9 . 0 21.1 0 
48 . 8 45 . 0 59.3 40e4 18.7 
28.1 41 . 4 25 . 0 35. 1 6,2 
2G.6 43 . 0 4G .7 35 . 0 14.3 
18.1 42.2 34.2 2G .9 5.5 
22 . 0 39 . 3 2620 37 . 8 4 . 0 
30. 0 46 . 5 55 . 5 43.9 17.0 
40 . ? 
29.5 
3 7. 9 
45.5 59 . 2 36 .1 
43 .7 40 .2 30.9 




27.2 43 . 6 41.0 35.9 8.0 
41 . 0 47 .3 64 . 5 43 . 0 25.0 
39.0 43 . 5 3 7 . 5 33 . 0 6 . 0 
24.2 ?5.8 81.4 31 .1 7.3 
39o5 44ol 47.1 37~9 10 o7 






.;:'0';7!1 no , of Ad.dlt~.3-<Jn c-. ... ~j..._. _ .Q,r i..on.__ ~"'.l ,_ ~ - ] '" · , . L . tl. ~ton -- D i ..... ~ ... .; a~ . 1?J.'Cl.V"1; 'j ' r: · :~ 
Ho . Pup i ls Av. ~b Av . . .-~~- A ., A, c f_v . )n :o, ... .. v" ;to .. 1-· • t ·J 
·,, 
--
79 107 47.7 65 . 4 ·'15 . 5 l.::.G ~~3 37 ~- 6 19 · ·! .- 33 .1 2G .4 25 <· 7 3 . 6 
so 120 4G .l 72.9 <~C G 5 r:- ~~ r~ ~"- ~u ( 1 ,7 33 , 6 4!3.0 ~1-J. ~ 1 3G . 6 11. 2 
35 9 73 47.2 64 . 1 ·16 . 5 (!-(3 , 3 ~o " t ..- J >3.:.... 23o 3 <10. 9 2&.6 23 . 0 7 . 5 
.... 06 100 48 . 2 74.G ~S o 2 ·:9 • ') tJD ~ 2 25.0 43.4 4LO 3 •1.5 o.o 
87 120 45 . 6 4C.O t.r:-:; .,6 20,0 ~-) (; • 2 l fi~O 3 GoG 22 .-0 3 0 , 1 8.0 
GJ 'J-3 5 4G .7 6t: . J 4G.2 Li,(:, oO 39('2 25,7 43 . 3 3 0 .2 33 .. 8 7 . 0 
90 70 40 . 0 72.G 47 .. 6 60.7 ,:o , ~ 25 .. 9 43 ,6 ~-3 , '/ 3LI.r • iJ 3.9 
9 1 lJ ~~9 . 5 92 . 3 49 ~ 6 8G .5 , '7 r-L..r;, ""~ til A 4 S . 9 G2 . 0 ~3 . 7 20,. 5 
93 1\o Grade VII 
91- 65 56 . 0 63 . 0 4C ~O .:;,o .o 40 . 2 21 . 5 45·.1 45 .1 40 . 0 12 . 3 
9 5 45 49 .o Gt, . L1 49 .. 1 30 .0 1',,7 . tc C4.A 4G . 2 75.5 /! r:; '1 .J:"V..l I 1'_,2 . 2 
BG G5 47.4 65.8 47 . C Gl. l ·::C l.9 32.9 tj,3 . 3 37.3 z,t.t . 9 4 . 7 
97 259 !_,9 . l .Jt:r . s !.r7 . 7 62 .5 I.:J . G 25 . 1 43 . 5 42 . 1 3 6 . 4 10 . 0 
100 459 l:c7 . 7 71 . J <17 .o 5-1 . 4- 40.7 20 . 5 4·:1.1 4 6 \J D 39 . 9 15 . 4 
101 34 A " ' --..r u • L.r 73 . 5 1',7 .c 55.3 ·~O v 0 26.~ ~2 .7 44 .1 32 . 6 5. 8 
102 22 L'c8 o 7 7'1.2 4'~ . 7 58.0 40 <1 13 "G 4.-3 . o ~OJO 35 .1 18 . 2 
103 56 4G . 3 7C. ? t:5 .9 ... ~.: .~ 1)6 !;,() , ') 35 ,7 37.0 17 . 8 30.2 3 . 5 
10/: 56 48 . 7 7G. G 47 . 9 6 0 . 0 · 0 r r ···.c:.... • I 39 . 2 45.3 53 . 5 41 . 2 25 . 0 
High 4-9 . 5 92 . G 50 . 0 10') .0 •19 .1 C4 . 1 4:0 . 9 J 2 . G 45 . 7 42 . 2 
t:cG . 4 7C . 4 47.7 G2 . 5 Ll.r2 . 7 32.:.:1 Ll.t~ . b Ll.cG . 7 39 . 3 13 .4 
Med. 4 C. O 72 . 0 4G . 0 5<1.5 40 . 7 25 .3 ~3 .. ~ l'.cO • 0 34 . 9 e.G 
4? . 2 6<1- . J ( .5 . 6 44 . 6 39 ~1 19 . 1 4 1. 0 02 . 2 29 . c ll .7 
IA>W 43 . 9 4:2 . 3 35 . 1 1·±. 2 32 . 0 0 34: . 2 0 7 . 5 0 
-
-1?. 
The Nature of the Errore. 
The err ors or mistakes of the chi l dren have be"en analyzed for 
several of the towns by different students in the arithmetic recon-
struction and seminar groups. There is a decided uniformity in the 
nature of the errors made, so that the total returns from one town 
show a distribution that is practically duplicated in any other to "'ln. 
The fraction errors were analyzed in to\"'ns No. 62. The errore in 
t he four fundamental processes were analyzed in towns No. 49 , ?1,?~,?6, 
93. The business situations were studied in towns No. 52, 64, 86 , 9?. 
In general it may be noted that every example in every process was 
missed by someone. The most striking errors occurred, as the general 
tables show, in fractions. For instance , in a summary for Tovm #62 the 
first example: one-half plus one-third, showed sixteen different in-
correct answers. The correct answer is five-sixth~. The sixteen dif-
ferent incorre ct answers in this particular town were five-firsts, one-
sixth, three-fourths, t.wo-fifths, two-thirds, two-sixths, one and one-
sixth, one, two and five-sixths, six-eighths, seven-sixths , one-half, 
one-third , one and one-half, and one and one-fifth~ The rnost frequent 
incorrect answer was one- s ixth, the next most frequent was two-thirds 
and the next most frequent was two-fifths. Example #2 , one-thi rd ~lus 
one-fourth, wa.s solved incorrectly in this same town eighteen different 
ways. The correct e.ns·wer is seven-twelfths. The eighteen different 
incorrect answers were seven-firsts , one-twelfth , one-half, two-sev-
enths , four-sixths, five-twelfths, one, t.wo-thirde , two - fourths, one 
and five-twe l fths , t wo and two-thirds, one-sixth, r,J.ine-fourths -;seven-
fo u r the, , one-thirteenth , t welve -sevenths, t.hree-fourths, two -fourths. 
The most frequent incorrect ans,~r was two-sevenths, the next most 
frequent one-half. The same story follows each example. The third 
example in fractions, one-half plus one-sixth was misse d in twenty 
different ways. The fourth example, one-fourth plus three-fourths was 
18 
missed in fourteen different ways. The fifth example, one-fifth plus 
three-fifths was missed eighteen different ways. The sixth example, 
two-fifths plus one-tenth was missed eighteen different ways. The 
most common single error in the addition of fractions was the adding 
-~ together of the numerators for a new numerator and the adding together 
of the denominators fer a new denominator. However,· almost every 
conceivable mistake was made. The ability of the children to manip-
ulate figures incorrectly quite exceeds the imagination of adults, 
-
i. e., many mistakes are made that would never occur to one as possible 
mistakes. The above summary on fractions was for a single town and 
does not be gin to show the variety of errors which it would if the 
summary included the entire state. 
Even in such a. simple matter as the primary combinations .in 
addition a.lmost every conceivable error is made. For instance, 9 plus 0 
had as answers 0, 14, 15. 9 plus 5 had as answers 13 nnd 15. ? plus 5 
had ae answers 13 and 11. 6 plus ? had as answers 14 and 1?. ? plus 0 
had as answers 1? and 0. In addition, of course, the errors increased 
rapidly as the examples increased in difficulty. The example most 
missed was #18 being a two-place five addend example. Among the 
mistakes noted on example 18 there appeared failure to carry the lO's 
to the second column, fa.ilure to add the top digit of column one, re-
versing the digit in the answer, putting down the lowest digit in 
column two ·for the sum of the column. Other mistakes in this example 
included the .wrong sums for the column, details of which could not be 
checked so carefully. 
In subtraction the same general story follows. Every con-
ceivable error was made. The following is a summary of the errors 
made in subtraction by 1264 pupils from (Towns 49, ?1, ?3, 93) about 
equally distributed among the three grades. 
8-?/8% of the errors were made in the primary combinations. 
-19. 
33.6% of the errors were in borrowing. 
1 8<'' • 7~ II II II II II adding instead of subtracting. 
6 A% 
. . " 
II II II II It failing to handle a gap in the subtra-
hend unde r the left-hand minuend. 
4.0% took the minuend from the subtrahend. 
9.0% Complications takin g a four digit subtrahend from a four digit 
minuend. 
28.0% II i n subtracting four digit subtrahend from 
five digit minuend. 
In mul tiplication 1264 children in the same tovmo made 21.8% 
of the errors in the primary combinations. The errors rapidly increased 
as the difficulty of the example increased. 3 . 6% of the errors oc-
curred in multiplyi ng a two di git number by a one digit number. 57.4% 
of t he errors occurred in multiplying a five digit number by a two 
d i gi t number. There were just two such examples, # 18 and f/19 . These 
two example s , therefore, e.c count for more than one-half of the errors 
in mu l tiplication . Other errors occurred in addition in connection 
vv ith mul t iplicat i on work , totaling 3.3%. 
In divi s ion errors occurred all along the line , in the pri~ary 
comb i nat i ons, in multiplying, in subtracting, in failure to bring down 
a zero in the answer, etc. 37.4% of all the errors of 1264 pup i ls in 
these s ame to wn s occurred in the two examples , # 27 and //28, involving 
long division. 
The analysis of errors convinces one that the processes have 
not been systematically taught in the first place, a.nd have no t been 
ke pt up to standard by s'llf:f·icient review. Apparently wha t has happened 
is something -like the following: A child- is taught division in one or 
tv'.TO leBF.lons , then after tha,t he is expected to do division without 
any more teaching . Now, any careful analysis of division will sho w a 
20 
large number of steps in the proces s, and will emphasize the necessity 
of teaching these steps carefully and systematically one after the 
other. For instance, in one analysis of the long division steps there 
are seven important divisions with minor divisions which make a total 
._.. of tw~nty-six steps. In another analye.is, there are sixteen steps; 
-
in still another, thirteen. Even in a simple process like addition 
it is necessary to carefully teach the different steps. For instance, 
the following are typical of the step analysis in addition: 
(1) Introduce with money and buying in actua,l situations. 
(2) The meaning of terms. 
(3) The general for.m and proceduret adding up, etc. 
(4) The 100 basic combinations in 10 groups, taught one 
group at a time and followed up with decade and 
column drill. 
(5) Specific drill on decades to 39 plus 9---300 all told. 
(6) Systematic teaching of col~n addition for accuracy and 
speed. 
(7) The additional higher decades, a total of 80, needed for 
addition in multiplication to 9 times 9. 
(8) Gaps, zeros, and various kinds of difficulties including 
longer columns and the carrying of both lO's and lOO's. 
While failure to carefully teach ) step by step the different 
fundamental processes is to be noted as the primary cause of the poor 
showing of so many of the cities entered in the contest, doubtless a 
strong secondary cause is a retention in the curriculum of many use-
less processes such as: addition, subtraction, multiplication and 
division of compound numbers; Troy weight; Apothecary's weight, partial 
payments, the Metric system, etc. Such fundamental surveys as have 
been made of actual usage of arithmetic (See Third and Fourth Year 
Book, Department of Superintendents, 1925-26) show that the useful 
-21 
processes are ~ddition, subtraction, multiplication, division, simple 
fractions, simpl e me asures, percentage, interest, and simple business 
applications. Doubtless teachers are hurried along over the funde.-
mental processes to get to such processes as noted above which should 
be entirely omitted from the arithmetic work. However, no attempt is 
here made to give a complete explanation. Omission of the useless 
processes will help in giving time, but the fundamental thing is 
systematic te_a:ching of the useful processes step by step with careful 
inven tory check upoo the needs of the children from time to time, 
individual instruction as indicated by the inventory test, and through-
out, a more general thorough and systematic teaching. 
The General Conference and the Plans for N~~~ Y~~~· 
As the returns came in and were being analyzed they seemed 
so si gnificant tha t an inquiry was sent to the Superintendents asking 
if they would like to come in for a conference on the results. The re-
sponces were so uniformly favorable that a conference was ce,lled on 
January 29. The different students co-operating in the work presented 
studies and summaries befo·re the conference calling attention, not 
only to the eVident defects in the work as sho~n by the returns, but 
also scientif ic studies and the bett~r positive program indicated by 
the returns and by the studies. The interest of the group in a better 
positive program led to the suggestion that the contest for next year 
be in arith~etic, and the year in between be given to the thorough 
reorganization of the basic work in arithmetic with the objective of 
getting, if possible, 100% returns from practically all of the children 
in such simple examples as were used in the contest. 
Lessons for the Supervisor. 
I have thoue~t of myself as a possible supervisor or measure-
ment expert with some supervisory functions. If I were to go into a 
-
school system next yGar and was given the opportunity of taking an 
-22. 
interest in the arithmetic work, I should want to begin by giving a 
survey test like the 1925 State-Wide contest or a complete set of 
in ventory tests. Doubtless the general situat ion would be as well 
ascertained by using a survey test similar to the State-Wide test. 
If the returns revealed a situation needing attention, it would then be 
my duty to follow up by complete inventory tests. These should be given 
with the closest kind of co-operation by the teacher. In fact, every 
teacher would be expected to check the specific errors made by each 
child in her room. If the children in the fifth, sixth, and seventh 
grades are making mistakes in the four fundamental processes, it is 
certainly desirable to discover them and to eliminate · them by system-
atic teaching. Undoubtedly the teacher in the uppe r grades would 
insist that this analysis -be given over to the lower grade teachers, 
a.nd that they be helped to drill their children for 100/~ accuracy. 
There are meny other questions involved: deferring of formal work until 
children can understand, e.nd doubtless, also the detailing of the work 
properly to the different grades. These are fundamentals in securing 
accuracy. If, for instance, formal work V~rere deferred until the third 
grade and then the third grade work were to concentrate upon addition 
and subtraction instead of what is commonly done at present, ·we mig.ht 
expect at the end of the third grade that the children would be able 
to add and subtract with understanding and accuracy. In a similar 
way t he drive in the fo urth grade would be upon multiplicatian, in 
the fifth grade upon division; etc. The present purpose is not to 
outline a course of study but to call attention to some things that 
wi ll help in securing more nearly 100% accuracy in the 1926 arithmetic 
contest. 
Attached hereto is a copy of the contest, the directions, the 
key for scoring, and the accompanying brief summary. 
-MASSACHUSETTS STATE-WIDE ARITHMETIC CONTEST 
DIRECTIONS SHEET 
Date-December 10, 1925, either forenoon or afternoon, but prefel'ably the same 
throughout a town or city. 
Who?-The 5th, 6th and 7th grades. If a city or town enters the contest, all pupils 
in these grades in the public schools of the city, should enter the cont est. It is 
unfair to enter selected buildings. 
Giving the Tests-
The usual rules of a contest should be followed in order to give results that are 
valid. Fair play is the first essential. No teacher or pupil should take any unfair 
advantage. 
The test is not a time test, nor a speed test. Every pupil should be allowed 
to finish , and check his work. Preliminary use of the test shows that fifth grade 
pupils will need about an hour, sixth and seventh grade pupils, a little less time. 
The contest may be divided, the pap ers being taken up and laid away after page 
one has been finished, and then page t wo being taken up during the same half 
day. This is recommended. 
No direct help should be given. It is suggested that the teacher tell her pupils 
that it is a State-·wide contest, that a fair comparison is wanted, and that each 
one is urged to do his best. Then read the instructions to pupils, urge each 
one to concentrate upon his own work, and set them to work on page one, (or the 
entire test, if it is to be covered at one sitting.) 
Scoring the Tests-
Each teacher should scor e her own papers, using the sheet marked "Key and 
Score Values." The second column gives the correct answers in addition, sub-
traction, multiplication, division and fractions. If the answer is right mark it 
with an R, if wrong with a W. (If the pupils have worked with pen and ink, let 
the marking be done with pencil, and the marks can be easily distinguished.) 
After t he answers have been marked R or W, use the "Key and Score Value" 
sheet again for score values. If an answer is right, give it the indicated score 
value. The score values under each process total 50. If there are no mistakes, 
the score value for addition is 50, and so for subtraction, multiplication, division 
and fractions. The score values for business situations total 50 if all are right, 
but in some problems other answers have smaller values. 
When the scoring is completed and the value for each process transferred to 
the score form on the first page of the test, and totalled, then the report blank 
can be made out. The report calls for returns on each process separ ately. This 
report blank should be sent to the superintendent's office at once, unless he in-
structs otherwise. 
The Test Papers-
Arrange the papers by age for each grade separately, i.e., put all the ten year 
olds together for the fifth grade, all the 11 year olds, etc., and then do the same 
for sixth grade and seventh grade. Wrap the papers together carefully, and send 
to the office of your superintendent. 
I l 
Massachusetts State Wide Arithmetic Contest 
NAME .. . ..... .... .. . .. .. ... .... ... . . AGE . .. ..... . SCORE FORM 
TOWN ... . ........... . . .. . . .. .. ...... GRADE . .. .. . Addition . ... 
Subtraction .... 
BUILDING . . . . ..... ......... .. . . . . . .. . . . .. ... . ... . . Multiplication . . .. 
Division .... 
Fractions ... . 
To the Pupil: This is a contest covering the simple things 
in addition, subtraction, multiplication1 division, fractions 
and business knowledge. It is not a tune test. Be care-
ful, and check your work when finished. Give good atten-
tion and do your best. Do not ask questions or look 
around. TRY TO WIN FOR YOUR SCHOOL. 
Business Sit. . ... 
Total . ... 
ADDITION 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 
8 7 5 1 0 3 0 1 8 0 
3 6 4 9 9 8 6 7 9 7 
- - - - - - - - -
(11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) 
6 5 5 6 3 8757 758 45 
8 9 7 9 6 3787 686 89 
66 
38 
75 (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) 
$14 .69 $5 .83 0 5 4 0 
8.54 5 .19 4 8 7 5 
6 5 7 4 
7 6 8 9 
- - - -
SUBTRACTION 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) 
8 5 8 2 9 7 8 9 2 4 3 
1 3 6 2 0 3 8 2 1 4 3 
- - - - - - - - - - -
(12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) 
9 4 6 8 9 7 5 9 5 14883 
6 3 5 2 5 7 2 8 5 1965 
- - - - -
-
- - - --
(22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) 
12768 17874 16760 15580 1511 2784 8412 
4397 3935 6429 8322 987 347 2646 
- -- -
MULTIPLICATION 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 
6 8 7 7 0 8 6 5 4 0 
5 4 3 6 8 5 9 9 7 0 
- - - - - - - - - -
(11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) 
57 975 986 6897 975 98 978 95407 84654 
2 3 2 6 4 9 7 84 67 
DIVISIO N 
(1) 9}45 (2) 4)4 (3) 3}24 (4) 8}Dll (5) 2J4 (6) 7)f4 
(7) 6)42 (8) 8)4B (9) 9)54 (10) 3)27 (11) 7)35 (12) 9)72 
.. 
(13) 6J36 (14) 2)6 (15) 3)18 (16) 7)49 (17) 9jTii (18) 4J2() 
(19) 2}f4 (20) 5525 (21 ) 8)24 (22) 11r (23) 3)6 (24) 5)35 
(25) 5)T05420 (26) 9)972918 (27) 46)56396 (28) 18)42840 
FRACTIONS 
Add Subtract 
(1) Y2 +~= (2) ~ + u = (7) Y2 - U= (8) % - 1h z= 
(3) Y2 + %= (4) U+U= (9) % - Ys= (10) .% - 1/10= 
(5) u +% = (6) % + 1/w = (11) % - ~6= (12) % - u = 
Multiply Divide 
(13) Y2 X 2 = (16) Y2 X 7-t = (19) ~6 + %= (20) % + 73 = 
(14) ~X%= (17) % X% = (21) Ys + U = (22) u + 75 a: 
(15) $30 (18) $ .48 
272 37-t 
KNOWLEDGE OF BUSINESS SITUATIONS 
Check the best answer : 
(1) When are prices of coal usually the lowest? 
(a) .... . . InJan.? (b) ..... . In Oct.? (c) .. . ... In June? 
{2) A man with a family takes out a $10,000 life insurance policy. Of the following 
reasons, which one is the best? 
(a) ..... To pay debts in case of death. (b) .... To provide for wife and children. 
(c) .. . . .. To get $10,000 at little cost. 
(3) About how much does a new automobile depreciate (or lose) in value as a 
result of a season's use? 
(a) . .... About 1/ 10 (b) .. . . . About H (c) . . . . . About 76 (d)., .. . About U 
(e) .... . About~ (f) .... . About 72 
{4) Buying vegetables, canned goods, and other food supplies in quantities will make 
possible a saving of 
{a) ........ .. About 10% (b) ..• . .. ... . About 25% (c) .. .•• . . . About 50% 
(5) One may safely buy clothing at a bargain sale 
(a) ... When distinctive patterns are wanted (b) . .. When regular wear is planned 
(c) .. . When work clothes are so offered. 
(6) I filled my bins with coal for the winter, and 11 tons were put in. The price per 
ton was $15.50. About how much would I need to have in the bank to cover a 
checkfortheamount? (a) . . About $1700 (b) . . About $170 (c) .. About $17.50 
-MASSACHUSETTS STATE-WIDE ARITHMETIC CONTEST 
., December 10, 1925 . 
KEY AND SCORE VALUES 
This sheet contains for the examples under each process, the number of the example, and 
after the number, the correct answers and the score value. Under business situations, the score value 
is given for each answer. The total score value is 300. 
Addition ~ubtraction Multiplication Division Fractions Business Situations 
1-11-1 1-7-1 1-30-1 1-5-1 1-5/ 6-2 1 a-0 
2-13-1 2-2-1 2-1-1 2-32-1 2-7/ 12-2 b-0 
3-2-1 3-8-1 3-9-1 3-21-1 3-2/ 3-2 c-8 4-0-1 4-7-1 
4-10-1 5-2-1 5-9-1 4-42-1 4-1-2 2 a-2 
5-9-1 6-2-1 
6-4-1 b-8 6-11-1 5-0-1 7-7-1 5-4/ 5-2 7-0-1 8-6-1 
7-6-1 6-l/2-2 c-0 8-7-1 6-40-1 I 9-6-1 
8-8-1 9-1-1 10-9-1 7-1j 4-2 3 a-0 
I 
7-54-1 
9-17-1 10-0-1 11-5-1 8-1/ 12-2 b-1 
10- 7-1 11-0-1 8-45-1 12-8-1 
~ 9-1/ 2-2 c-2 
11-14-1 12-3-1 13-'1:2=---1 I 9-28-1 13-1-1 I 10-1;'2-2 
110- 0-1 
1 14-3-1 d-6 12-14-1 
14-1-1 11-9/ 16-2 
13-12-1 15-6-1 e-8 15-6-1 12-3/ 8-2 
14-15-1 16-4-1 11-114-2 
16-7-1 f-2 
17-2-1 13-1-2 
15- 9-1 17-0-1 12-2925-3 4 a-8 
18-3-1 18-5-1 14-1/ 4-2 16-12544-4 
, ... 19-1-1 13-1972-3 19-7-1 b-5 
17-Hil---.3 15-$75.-3 
20-0-1 20-5-1 1/ 't c-2 





19-$23.23-4 22-8371-4 15-3900-3 22-1-1 17-2/ 5-2 
I J tjJf b-6 
20-$11.02-3 23-t42't9--4 23-2-1 18-$1.56-3 
24-10331-4 16-882-2 24-7-1 c-8 
21-17-3 19-1/ 4-3 
25-7258-4 17-6846-3 25-21084-5 20-21/ 4-3 6 a-0 22-24-3 
26-524-3 I 26-108102-5 
23-26-3 ' 18-8014188-10 21-31j 2-3 b-10 27-2437-;j 27-1226-8 
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